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H I N D U STA N T I M E S , N E W D E L H I
S AT U R DAY, M A R C H 0 9 , 2 0 1 3
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quotemartial
If a match was to be played in Barbados, that would be a lot more interesting.
This venue would be a ripper to decide on who is the better team.

DEAN JONES, The ex-Aussie cricketer seems to be fed up of seeing India and Australia dominating in their backyards

)

Pitch may mess up
Bhajji’s homecoming
FINGERS CROSSED The offie may not make the cut at pace-friendly Mohali
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Saina, Kashyap
enter quarters
of All England
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‘WE WERE LIKE
SITTING DUCKS’

Press Trust of India
■

T

he Australian
cricketers behaved
like "sitting ducks"
in the opening two Test
losses against India, said
wicket-keeper Matthew
Wade as he called on his
teammates to be more
aggressive and take some
load off skipper Michael
Clarke "We're just sitting
ducks. We've got to try to
be a little bit more
aggressive and put the
pressure back on theirbowlers," Wade said. "We
might have to be a little
bit more aggressive at
times to get India to do
something different
because if they get into a
rhythm and just bowl dot
after dot, the game's not
going anywhere for us,"
he was quoted as saying
by the Australian media.

■

The under pressure Harbhajan Singh needs to spin it hard if he’s to retain his place in the side.

Ashutosh Sharma
■

NUMBERS GAME
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HARBHAJAN AT MOHALI

MOHALI: On a comeback trail,

Harbhajan Singh couldn't have
hoped for a better platform
with the first two Tests of the
Border-Gavaskar Trophy
played in perfect conditions for
spin bowling.
Even though he has shown
signs of improvement, it can't be
said that Harbhajan has made
the two big chances count. The
Mohali Test, from March 14,
comes at a crucial time, as coming into the third game of the
series it can't be said that the offspinner is a certainty in the side.
TAXING TIMES
While most players are recharging their batteries before the second leg, Harbhajan has some anxious moments to fight during the
long break. Whether he will keep
his place in the playing XI is likely to be dictated by the conditions, for, so far he has played the
role of the third spinner in the
side. Off-spinner R Ashwin has
been the spearhead of the attack
and left-arm spinner Ravindra
Jadeja has been the second
choice for variety he brings.
Considering the performances
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Spinners have done a shade
better than quicks at
Mohali in last three Tests
Total wickets taken by
51 India
bowlers
wickets picked by
26
spinners (Harbhajan 14,
Amit Mishra 9, Pragyan

If wicket column remains
same, it’ll be tough for
Bhajji to hold his place
MANINDER SINGH
Former India spinner

Ojha 3)

in Chennai and Hyderabad,
there's no change in the order.
Ashwin has the best strike-rate
with 18 wickets, Jadeja has 11
while Harbhajan five.
The three have been complementing each other well and in
sub-continent conditions, favouring spin, the three will be automatic choices, but the Punjab
Cricket Association (PCA)
Stadium can be a different ball
game.
Traditionally, it is known as the
best venue in India for pace bowling, and both sides might have to
rethink their combinations.
As far as team combination is

concerned, if the India think-tank
decides to go with two spinners
and three pacers, Harbhajan
might find himself on the sidelines.
Ever since he has been out of
the squad, Harbhajan has been
looking for that one match which
will put him back as India's best
spinner.
During his Ranji stint as
Punjab skipper, the PCA did not
prove to be a happy hunting
ground for Harbhajan. Not only
did he struggle to bowl on the
green wickets, he was also not
effective in stopping the flow of
runs.
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EXPERTS DIFFER
With still six days to go for the
Test, expert opinion is in favour
of a pace-heavy bowling attack.
Punjab bowling coach Harvinder
Singh said he did not see spin
playing a major role in Mohali.
“The pacers will get assistance
in the morning and evening.
According to me, three pacers
and one spinner will be an ideal
combination. There is still sometime to go for the match but at
the most India can gamble with
two pacers and two spinners,”
said Harvinder.
Former India spinner
Maninder Singh also believed that
it was becoming difficult for the
off-spinner to cement his place
in the squad. “I have my doubts
if spin is going to play a major
role in Mohali. Besides, a lot will
be depend on what combination
India go with. Dhoni has already
advocated the need for having
horses for the courses,” he said.
“No doubt Jadeja has done well
but the conditions were also helpful. On better tracks, Dhoni will
need good bowlers. We also have
Ojha in the squad.
“If the wicket column remains
what it has been, it will be difficult for Harbhajan to hold his
position in the team.”

BET YOU DIDN’T KNOW

The days of bamboo in pads have long gone. Today’s cricketers
wear gear enhanced by space-age material and technology.
Read on to figure just what goes into equipping the men in blue

APPAREL Jersey (ODI R2795;
Test R1195); Track pants (R1095)

It’s wicked, but in a different way. To
wick away is to absorb a liquid by capillary action, which is what the fabric
does — take sweat away from the body
and to the garment’s surface for evaporation, thus keeping the skin dry. The
Nike national team kit is made from
recycled polyester, which is light.

INNERS (Shirts

R1895 & Shorts R1759)
An optional part of the kit,
the compression garment
is worn when required –
during batting or fielding.
This tight-fitting garment
compresses the muscles,
helping them stay warm
(even in the cold) and prevents strain and fatigue.
Made from similar material as the rest of the kit, it
consists of an additional
mesh inset sewn in at the
back. Oh, it also keeps the
undies in place.

GLOVES

(approx R4800)
The emphasis is on absorbing
shock. A layer of a D3o on the outside reduces the impact of the ball;
inside, padding is provided with HD
foam instead of cotton. Holding the
gloves in place are straps made of a
synthetic substitute of leather.

SIDE BAR

Added protection for the impact-prone
index finger of a batsman’s bottom hand

FINGER CASING
Hard plastics are inserted to create tunnels
for the digits of the bottom hand.

SOCKS (approx R175)

GREEN &
SMART

IT’S CHEMISTRY

Endorsements aren’t the only connection between the clothes a cricketer wears and the carbonated
drink he claims to guzzle. Recycled

polyester is made from ‘PET
flakes’, the end result of crushing,
washing, drying and purification of
discarded PET bottles.

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com
■

BIRMINGHAM: Top Indian shuttler

Saina Nehwal and Parupalli
Kashyap continued their winning run to reach the quarterfinals of the All England
Championship with contrasting
victories here.
World number three Saina
defeated Belaetrix Manuputi of
Indonesia 21-16 21-11 in a 34minute women's singles match
at the National Indoor Arena
here. The 22-year-old will next
take on sixth seed Chinese
Shixian Wang later in the day.
London Olympics quarterfinalist Kashyap notched up a
stunning 21-18 21-12 victory over
world number six Kenichi Tago
in the men's singles prequarterfinals. He had lost to the
Japanese in the China Open in
2011.
The Commonwealth Games
bronze-medallist Indian will
next take on second seed Chen
Long of China. The Indian had
lost thrice to Long but in their
most recent encounter at the
Indonesia Open last year, the
Kashyap had an upperhand.
However, it was curtains for
young shuttlers P V Sindhu and
Sourabh Verma, who went
down in straight games to superior opponents in the prequarterfinals last night.
World number 16 Sindhu suffered a 17-21 14-21 loss to fourth
seed Juliane Schenk of Germany
in a 39-minute women's singles

CLARKE CONFIDENT
Michael Clarke today
vowed to make a strong
comeback in the remaining two Tests. “It is not
in our nature to give up
without a fight. We have
every chance of making
a comeback and levelling the series 2-2. We
feel if we win one we can
win two," said Clarke.

■

Saina Nehwal

match here, while World number 43 Sourabh fought hard
before going down 19-21 19-21 to
number eight Vietnamese Tien
Minh Nguyen.
CHAMP’S WARNING
Former Olympic champion PoulErik Høyer has issued a warning that badminton's Olympic
future is at stake and that it must
broaden its horizons if it is to
survive within the movement.
Remaining in the Olympics is so
important for badminton's funding, development and prestige
that it is hard to see how the
sport would continue making
progress without it.
“Our Olympic status has definitely been put at risk," warned
the Dane who caused a sensation by winning the men's singles gold medal at Atlanta in
1996.”

‘IPL’s not as eased out as it seems’
HT Correspondent
■

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: In this season of

Test cricket, the mere mention of the Indian Premier
League elicits admonishments from the purists. It
doesn't help your argument a
bit when you see actor-choreographer Farah Khan
plugging for the league in a
series of TV advertisements
that attempt to blur the difference between sport and
entertainment, gentlemen
and “mental-men”.
It may be considered fastfood fare compared to the
full-course meal that is the
five-day game, but for those
who've sampled both, the
taste of victory remains the

HELMET

■

Gautam Gambhir

same, and like the slogan of a
particularly sinful chocolate,
you have to earn it. Thus
feels the man who has whetted his seemingly insatiable
appetite for Test runs , while
also enjoying the fruits of IPL
labour — Gautam Gambhir.
As captain of the defending IPL champions Kolkata
Knight Riders, Gambhir
rebuilt a habitually underperforming franchise and made
a price-tag of $2.4 million (R12

VENTILATION

While the shell reduces the impact, the inner
lining absorbs shock, preventing the transfer
of impact to the head by bringing it to a
standstill within a few thousandths of a second. While the latter is made of foam rubber,
expanded polystyrene or ethylene vinyl
acetate, the shell typically uses carbon
fibre, a technology used in aircraft and
motorsport, or polypropene, a rugged
industrial plastic better known for its use
in pornographic breast implants!

VISOR

LASER PERFORATIONS

on the front of the jersey and
along the sides of the track pants, and the mesh insets at points
especially susceptible to perspiration, provide ventilation.

(Nike Air Zoom
opener II R8200)
While every cricketer wants his feet
to be comfortable
and ventilated, different roles
demand different
levels of grip and
flexibility.

Recyclable polyurethane (PU) has
replaced the non-biodegradable
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), which in
turn had taken over from animal-

UPPER

SOLE

While the perforations maximise ventilation, whether or not the shoe finishes
before the ankle has a major role to play in
flexibility and, in turn, injury prevention. So,
while low-cut shoes are common, bowlers tend to prefer
greater ankle grip and additional straps to keep the
foot in place, like the
boxers.

The outsole is made from
something durable; the
midsole, comprising the
bulk of the sole, is designed for shock absorption
and flexibility. And resting on the insole is a
replaceable footbed,
providing extra
arch and heel
support.

HEEL

To provide additional support and prevent the foot
from twisting, heel counters made of materials like
stiff plastic shields are built into the shoe.

unfriendly leather. PU is also used
in HD (high-density) foam — basically light-weight plastics with air
bubbles used to absorb shock.

Sangakkara century helps
Lanka reach 361/3
GALLE: Kumar Sangakkara
hit a century to help Sri
Lanka reach 361/3 at
stumps on the opening day
of the first Test against
Bangladesh here. The lefthander made 142 while
Lahiru Thirimanne and T
Dilshan made fifties.
SCORES Sri Lanka 361/3 (K
Sangakkara 142, L Thirimanne
74*, T Dilshan 54)

Sunrisers appoint Waqar
as bowling coach in IPL
HYDERABAD: Sunrisers
Hyderabad, the new team
in IPL, have roped in
former Pakistan pacer
Waqar Younis as their
bowling coach for the
upcoming Indian Premier
League.
Telefunken post massive
264-run victory
NEW DELHI: Kunal Gaba's 4
scalps for no run helped
Telefunken thrash City in
DDCA league. Malviya beat
Chand Khanna by 57 runs.

todayontv
FOOTBALL

FA CUP
■ 10.55pm, Manchester City v
Barnsley, live on ESPN & ESPN HD.

CRICKET

SRI LANKA V BANGLADESH
■ 10.00am, 1st Test, day 2, live on Ten
Cricket.

BASKETBALL

NBA
■ 9.00am, Los Angeles Lakers v
Totonto Raptors, live on Sony Six.

TENNIS

ATP 1000 MASTERS
■ 12.30am (Sunday), Indian Wells
Open, round 2, live on Ten Sports.

On the face of it,
there’s PU
(polyurethane),
with maybe D3o
sewn in for extra
protection. Inside,
HD foam provides
padding. Held in
place by velcro
straps, the pads are
lent rigidity using
shafts made of
cane or fibreglass
or, in some cases, kevlar. Yes, the
same stuff which goes into bulletproof jackets.

THIGH PAD
(approx R1200)

SPIKES

GOING GREEN

SCORES England 167 vs NZ
402/7 (H Rutherford 171, J
Anderson 4/108)

(approx R10,000)

While it provides
ventilation, its main
objective is to protect the face as the
name faceguard
suggests. It is made
from a metal or an
alloy that’s both light
and strong, usually
steel but increasingly
titanium.

Apart from the BCCI crest, there are three
stars — one for each of India’s World Cup wins
(yes, the 2007 World Twenty20 also counts) —
and a number, denoting the player’s cap.

DUNEDIN: A superb 171 on
debut from Hamish
Rutherford steered New
Zealand (402/7) to a commanding first innings lead
over England on the third
day of the opening Test.
Rutherford, 23, posted the
seventh highest total on
debut in Tests as New
Zealand opened up a 235run lead over England’s 167.

PADS
HELMET
SHELLS

CREST

SHOES

cr) seem like a bargain.
Who better, then, to shatter
the myth of the IPL being a
Mickey Mouse league in
sport more accustomed to
the super-hero feats in the
longer format.
“Beyond the glitz and
the glamour, lies a distinct
cricket challenge. When you
consider in all factors — the
number of matches, the
exhaustive traveling, the very
little recovery period — you
realise that it's not as eased
out as some make it out to
seem,” said the 31-year-old
southpaw, who visited HT
House on International
Women’s Day to take part in
a panel discussion on women
achievers and the challenges
they face.

LINERS

(approx R4500)

Hamish Rutherford

RUTHERFORD PUTS
NEW ZEALAND IN
STRONG POSITION

I N S I D E R ’ S TA K E

While metallic spikes offer the greatest
grip, plastic ones are suited to drier conditions. Modern shoes allow replacements,
addition or removal of spikes, the number
depending on the amount of grip needed.
So, while 2 spikes on the heel and 5 under the
toe area is the norm, many pacemen use 4
heel spikes and as many as 8 in the front.

Slick material in the heel ensures the sock rubs against the
shoe and not the foot, reducing chances of blisters. While
additional cushioning is provided for the more impact prone
zones, the textures near the cuff reduce aerodynamic drag.
Unlike us, modern athletes wear “anatomically correct”
socks shaped differently for either foot.

short
stories

WHAT IS D3o?

Used on the outside of pads as
well as gloves, D3o is a “smart fabric” that has an uncanny resemblance to a certain part of the

Tailored to fit,
this all-in-one
guard is made
from HD foam
and held in place
by adjustable
straps.
Additional padding
is provided to protect
the hip.

BOX

(approx R150)
In routine use since
1874, the “box” is
that crucial piece of
rigid plastic with a
ring of HD (High
Density) foam held in place by a
jockstrap which protects the privates. Helmets, on the other hand,
were widely adopted only in the
1970s! Go figure.

male anatomy. Essentially, it is a
fluid that feels like rubber to the
touch, but, well, stiffens upon substantial impact.
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